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Abstract:
Response to fast speed stimuli of non linear system is difficult to predict without a proper model whose parameter has been characterized in condition closer to the working ones, because assumptions and simplifications on component stiffness and damping, such as their linearity in the frequency domain, are no longer valid.
To characterize a two degrees of freedom spring-mass-damper system reacting to a high speed impact a set of statistical techniques has been developed and applied to a set of experimental measurements obtained thanks to a high speed camera, a piezoelectric load cell and a set of piezoaccelerometers.
Photogrammetric position accuracy has been improved using a least square estimator of a single position from different markers, therefore position and acceleration data have been fused together being weighted on the reciprocal of their uncertainties.
Starting from load, position, velocity and acceleration data, spring-mass-damper systems with different degrees of freedom have been characterized in different configurations using genetic algorithms to minimize the square deviation of prediction from measured speed, although the term to be minimized has been again weighted on reverse of uncertainty to avoid false results.
Eventually the whole process has been validated and automated in order to provide a new and efficient mean of characterizing dynamic parameters such as stiffness, damping, trigger length of elastic systems impacted by high speed objects.
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1. Introduction:

Identification of linear dynamic systems is nowadays a well known and investigated research field [1-5], although often and often the response predictions, offered by linear models, are not considered accurate enough. To improve them, also nonlinear physical phenomena need to be taken into account; this is one of the reasons why nonlinear dynamic problems are receiving an always growing attention in literature [6-14].

The system analysis becomes more and more critical if the dynamic process involves also high speed moving elements: in fact, whether pure impact dynamics are a traditional trivial topic [15-19], the model parameters estimation requires as a result an accurate experimental and numerical investigation [20-21].

In this paper, the response of a nonlinear dynamic system to high speed stimuli will be considered, and the measurement techniques adopted to characterize the model parameters will be therefore described.

After a brief presentation of the physical system and of the measurement chain, the implemented data analysis techniques and parameters characterization will be illustrated, while the most salient aspects of this study and its potential application fields will be finally summarized in the conclusions.

2. The Case Study:

The case study that was used to develop the proposed methods regards the characterization of damping properties of a composite biological material, specifically the natural composition of bone structures and soft tissues in a living body, subject to an abrupt local compression. On one side the material displays a viscoelastic behavior with non-linear characteristics, while on the other the stimulus, to which the response is sought, could be normally associated with an impulse signal in strength, although the material stiffness is not constant during the impulse, hence standard impulsive analysis techniques could not be directly used.

Due to the material characteristics (low static stiffness, high damping, layered composition) the direct measurements weren’t focused on the direct target of the investigation, but on the rigid element transmitting the stimulus, whose position and interfaces could be easily monitored, thanks to the fact that no mechanical constrains affect the actuator during its working phase.
Figure (1): Mechanical model of material sample under test and actuator

The used instrumentation involves a series of seven uniaxial accelerometers (with a 500kHz cutoff frequency), a load cell integrated into the stimulus actuator (IEPE load cell), and a high speed camera. While data from the high speed camera was limited to a 20kHz sampling frequency, force and acceleration measurements were taken at 100kHz sampling frequency and then aligned to the photogrammetric data thanks to a trimmer signal (figure 1).

3. Physical Model:

A preliminary analysis has been performed, using a combination of proprietary software, excel, matlab and labview, on a set of force and longitudinal acceleration measurements to limit the models used for further investigations[7, 10]. Plotting the ratio of the force, measured at the interface, over acceleration –as shown in figure 2- a set of nearly constant values was noticed, hence the idea of simulating the material behavior using a model where stiffness changes abruptly between different states.

Figure (2): ratio of force on principal acceleration in time domain [s]*

Further preliminary tests regarded photogrammetric analysis: due to the availability of a single high speed camera, the best angle of perspective was sought in order to minimize distortions on displacement information.

The analysis of different takes of the same stimulus replicated on the same sample, pointed out angular and translational movements mainly related to two dimensions; therefore the model, used for simulation and interpretation of data, was simplified to be bidimensional, greatly increasing the video data source accuracy. Moreover, the deformations along the longitudinal axis (the actuator moving axis) was noticed to be predominant over the others, hence all analysis was focused on the principal deformation axis more than on the others.

These simplifications lead to the development of four different models for the simulation of the sample stiffness[16, 22-24]; starting from the simple spring-mass-damper with just one degree of freedom until the presented one, the model was improved thanks to a thorough analysis of the results:

1. Single degree of freedom with a linear spring-mass-damper model[25]
2. Single d.o.f. s-m-d model with a continuously varying stiffness[11, 26-28]
3. Single d.o.f. s-m-d model with a stepped varying stiffness[11, 26-28]
4. Two d.o.f. s-m-d model with a step relation between the dofs[29, 30]
A first single degree of freedom model was the actual starting point, having synthesized the under study material with just two parameters: damping and stiffness; then its parameter were made variable with time. While the first model was an oversimplification unable to explain the actual behavior the second one was far too complex to be used into the solving algorithm needed for the characterization; the preliminary data suggested therefore the creation of different states for mass, stiffness and damping, actually two, switching the one in the other after a predetermined time delay.

The first version of this model depended on a time delay between two different stiffness states: although the model presented good results, in the first experiments a constant time delay resulted unstable, therefore an improvement has been implemented, leading to the final model definition, where the switch between two different states depends on the actual travel distance of the actuator.

The actual model, displayed in figure 3, synthesizes material behavior in 7 different parameters, which were estimated thanks to the genetic algorithms:

- Mass of the first element
- Stiffness of the first connection
- Damping of the first connection
- Mass of the second element
- Stiffness of the second connection
- Damping of the second connection
- Travel distance of the linking switch

4. Preliminary Data Treatment:

Due to the diversity of the acquired data, their sampling frequency and their different origin, a preliminary data treatment has been devised in order for them to be coherent and comparable, moreover, the data needed to be fit for a numeric simulation. This preliminary adaptation has been performed by combining different algorithms and techniques, both in order to reduce uncertainty and coordinate data.

Photogrammetric data is often subjected to high uncertainty due to light variation, camera resolution and marker dimensions: to increase accuracy of displacement data coming from the
video feed a set of redundant marker has been located on the actuator, following two sets of six points in circles and one set of eight points in line. Using the markers disposition a least square estimator has been used to identify the pattern relevant points (center for circles and generator for line pattern): each marker trajectory has been estimated thanks to photogrammetric data, then for each set of markers a relevant point coordinates are extracted by minimizing the distance between the actual trajectories and the computed one.

![Targets trajectories](targets_trajectories.png)  ![Mean point trajectory](mean_point_trajectory.png)  ![Relevant points trajectory](relevant_points_trajectory.png)

**Figure (4): photogrammetric data treatment results**

This trajectories reconstruction showed a very good result (figure 4), having a $R^2$ indicator (the fraction of variance explained by the model) never below 99.95%, and reducing resolution based uncertainty to one third, moreover, the usage of redundant markers on a rigid element, where two points coordinates would suffice, allows to keep tracking the element trajectories also when occasional loss of track of one or more markers do happen.

After extracting the central point trajectory data and the actuator angle history, all data needed to be translated and rotated in order to be compatible with actuator accelerations and load data: photogrammetric data is in fact recorded in a fixed, absolute reference system, while load and IEPE data came from sensor directly attached to the actuator, therefore subjected to the same rotations and translations, hence all data is referred to a moving reference system linked to the actuator. On the other side, a vectorial composition was required for extracting from accelerometers data information about angular acceleration: a vector describing the relative displacement of one accelerometer with respect to the other has been used, thanks the fact that all acceleration data triplets were punctual, orthogonal and aligned with the other triplet.
While acceleration was measured and displacement estimated thanks to photogrammetric data, speed was computed as a composition of the latter two sources: acceleration was integrated to obtain an estimate of speed, and then corrected by averaging it with the first derivative of displacement.

All data until now gathered up, has further to be adapted to numerical simulation: specifically, in order for a Runke-Kutta integration to work, the timing interval between the samples has to be reduced to 0.1µs, and the signals have to share the same timebase for the simulations to work. To recreate a signal with a given timebase starting from measurement with another timebase, an exponential weighting time-based filter was used, approximating the value of a signal at a given time with the average of historical values of the same property weighted on the exponential time difference between the instant being simulated and the data being weighted.

Using the actuator velocity as a target and the load at the interface as input the proposed model was characterized, optimizing the presented seven parameters thanks to a genetic algorithm with 500 generation of 50 individuals: for each individual a Runge-Kutta simulation [31] was used to calculate the longitudinal speed of the actuator, hence the square mean deviation of the actual speed from the simulated one as the term to be minimized by the genetic algorithms.
4. Conclusions:

Although the used model was quite simple with respect to the complex material under examination, results showed a good correspondence between the optimized model and the simulated one, displaying a very low deviation, not only for comparison in terms of speed, but also in terms of acceleration and displacement, as could be seen in figures 6 and 7. The case study offered the chance to validate the proposed methods showing how they can be successfully used to characterize models for high speed moving objects; in particular it has been displayed how a set of techniques could be combined to enhance accuracy and reliability of model characterization when fast reactions are used as input or outputs of the model under examination.

Although only a single result is hereby displayed, 20 tests were taken investigating the robustness of the approach, especially repeating the same test in different moments and with different maximum load values: all tests showed a very low deviation of predicted cinematic parameters from the measured ones, even if the natural variability of biological material lead to variation in both stimulus and response.

Further developments of these techniques will be their application to a wider set of experimental cases in different conditions, their combination with more complex models, and the creation of composite software which bundles the various techniques, here presented together, in order to avoid the need for manual coordination between the different software and devices which actually make the proposed combined techniques slow and unsuitable for a test or production usage.

Figure (6): comparison of simulated(blue) and measured(red) speed in time [s]
Figure (7): comparison of acceleration (on left) and displacement (right) in time[s]*
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**Notes:**

1. The speed, as well as the specific application of this technique, is a trade confidential information and is therefore undisclosed to the public.

2. All figures are reported without scales or unit of measurement due to a non-disclosure agreement: only the time scale is reported to present the method, actual results are a trade confidential information.

3. The mass found thanks to the genetic algorithm has been found to be compatible (less than 5% deviation) with the actual moving mass of the application, which ranged between 1kg and 5kg depending on the test undertaken.